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Expert One-on-One OracleApress, 2003
Tom Kyte is of a rare breed. To begin, he's technically expert  in his subject (administration of and development of applications for  Oracle database management systems). What's more (and what  distinguishes him from the ranks of the super-competent), he is both  able and willing to share his considerable store of wisdom with Oracle  users via...
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Essentials of Research Design and Methodology (Essentials of Behavioral  Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essential skills for designing and conducting a successful research project
Essentials of Research Design and Methodology contains practical information on how to design and conduct scientific research in the behavioral and social sciences. This accessible guide covers basic to advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readable...
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Open-Source ESBs in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Most modern business systems include independent applications that exchange information with each other-a technique usually called enterprise integration. An architectural approach called the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) offers developers a way to handle the messages between those independent applications without creating a lot of custom code....
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Optofluidics: Fundamentals, Devices, and Applications (Biophotonics)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Cutting-Edge Optofluidics Theories, Techniques, and Practices

Add novel functionalities to your optical design projects by incorporating state-of-the-art microfluidic technologies and tools. Co-written by industry experts, Optofluidics: Fundamentals, Devices, and Applications covers the latest functional...
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Essential Issues in SOC Design: Designing Complex Systems-on-ChipSpringer, 2006

	This book originated from a workshop held at the DATE 2005 conference, namely Designing Complex SOCs. State-of-the-art in issues related to System-on-Chip (SoC) design by leading experts in the fields, covers IP development, verification, integration, chip implementation, testing and software.


	SOC design is fast becoming the key...
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Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2Apress, 2013

	Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2 introduces version 4.2 of the popular and productive Oracle Application Express development platform. Called APEX for short, the platform enables rapid and easy development of web-based applications that make full use of Oracle Database. The release of APEX 4.2 brings extensive new...
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Advanced Programming Language DesignAddison Wesley, 1995
This book stems in part from courses taught at the University of Kentucky
and at the University of Wisconsin–Madison on programming language design.
There are many good books that deal with the subject at an undergraduate
level, but there are few that are suitable for a one-semester graduatelevel
course. This book is my...
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Queueing Theory with Applications to Packet TelecommunicationSpringer, 2004
Soon after Samuel Morse’s telegraphing device led to a deployed electrical
telecommunications system in 1843, waiting lines began to form by those
wanting to use the system. At this writing queueing is still a significant factor in
designing and operating communications services, whether they are provided
over the Internet...
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Designing for Interaction: Creating Smart Applications and Clever Devices (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2006
Explore the new design discipline that is behind such products as the iPod and innovative Web sites like Flicer. While other books on this subject are either aimed at more seasoned practitioners or else are too focused on a particular medium like software, this guide will take a more holistic approach to the discipline, looking at interaction...
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Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...
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About Face 3: The Essentials of Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
When the first edition of About Face was published in 1995, the idea of designing products based on human goals was a revolutionary concept. Thanks to the work of Alan Cooper and other pioneers, interaction design is now widely recognized as a unique and vital discipline, but our work is far from finished.
This completely updated volume...
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Silverlight 2 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Microsoft .NET Architect Evangelist, Jit Ghosh, presents a practical companion guide to developing rich, interactive web applications with Silverlight 2. Common problems, issues, and every–day scenarios are tackled with a detailed discussion of the solution and ready–made code recipes that will save you hours of coding...
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